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LIBRA AI is a Boutique Data Science Agency aiming to help SMEs and
Start-Ups enjoy disruptive AI technologies and advanced business
intelligence without requiring an in-house data science and analytics
teams. Our solutions are affordable and customized to our clients’ needs.

The company is focusing on R&D activities to stay up to date with the
latest advances in the field of Machine Learning and Computer Vision. As
research-intensive SME LIBRA AI is pioneering in a range of cutting-edge
ML technologies including streaming/online Machine Learning (ML), Natural
Language Processing, multiple time-series forecasting, anomaly detection,
recommender systems and distributed ML. Application areas vary from
Indoors positioning to audio-visual data classification and from
question/answering in text data to AI-enabled Business Intelligence.

LIBRA AI is benefitted by a network of academic consultants, highly
experienced and acknowledged among wide spread Machine Learning and
signal processing communities. The company's key personnel is highly
experienced in Machine Learning state-of-the-art research for over two
decades having in its portfolio a long track record in top scientific journals
and workshops and a long hands on experience. 

About Us

LIBRA AI Technologies

We bring advanced Machine Learning innovations and
into real-life applications

www.libramli.ai 2



Project Name

LIBRA AI Technologies

Energy Measurement 
& Verification

Natural Language
Processing

ML for real-life apps

AI Business Intelligence

Data and ML Engineer

Data Storytelling

Our
services  Customized Interactive visual analytics;

Data strategy consultancy and data-

warehousing; 

Visual analytics  and Business Intelligence;

Advanced Machine Learning and Artificial

Intelligence in practical applications;

We building our services upon the following

main pillars:
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Machine Learning comprises a wide set of

data-driven methods and tools than can be

adjusted and applied in several applications. 

ML and AI innovation 
for Real-Life applications

LIBRA AI has successfully applied and delivered these technologies

in numerous real-life tasks. Indicatively, we may refer to the

following: 

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services

Sound event detection
Aerial map segmentation
Natural Language Processing
Object detection
Functional Brain Networks
detection
Foreground - background
separation 
AI-assisted Indoor positioning

Applications 

Multiple time-series forecasting
Unobtrusive Gaze tracking
Face identification
Defect Detection in Large
Infrastructures
Multiple organ segmentation in
pediatric medical imaging
Bacterial segmentation of time-
lapse microscopy movies

LIBRA AI Technologies has deep expertise in ML technologies
including Natural Language Processing (NLP), Deep Learning, time-
series modeling and explainable AI.

Advanced 
Machine 
Learning
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We develop bespoke modern
cloud-based Business

Intelligence and Decision Support
platforms for numerous

application areas. 

AI Business 
Intelligence

They comprise user-friendly interactive

dashboards that display critical information

and actionable metrics and KPIs in

meaningful, insightful ways and allow laser-

focused data exploration and analysis.  

Inference of AI models is seamlessly

embedded and blended with raw data to

unleash insights on what happened, what will

happen and why. 

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services5



Developing, training and testing ML models in

lab is an entirely different story than building

production ready ML models deployed in the

cloud and responding seamlessly to API

requests. 

LIBRA AI Technologies builds models for

production. Our team employs the best ML

Operation (MLOps) practices to guarantee a

smooth end-to-end machine learning

development process to design, develop, utilize,

manage and maintain ML-powered solutions

reliably and efficiently. 

What we do

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services

Data and ML
Engineering

We are experts in
handling large and

streaming data volumes
in modern blazingly fast

data warehouses
dedicated to Machine

Learninh model
inference, data

analytics and business
intelligence

applications. 
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Narrative Visuals

Data

CHANGE

Explain Enlighten

Engage

Data
Storytelling

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services

Data storytelling is a defined approach for communicating data insights in

impactful ways. It involves three key elements: 

a) Data that represents the facts, b) visuals that bring data into life as data

visualizations, infographics, dashboards, special data presentations and, (c)

narrative that involves all the essential parts of a story, i.e. plot, characters, conflict

and resolution. 

What we do

LIBRA AI Technologies collaborates with

professional copywriters and designers, to

develop engaging data stories that can

become an effective medium for behaviour

change, awareness or impactful data insights

presentations. 

Well-structured data

stories can become an

effective medium for

behavior change and

awareness. 
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Measurement and Verification (M&V) is the

process of planning, measuring, collecting and

analyzing data for the purpose of verifying and

reporting energy savings within an individual

facility resulting from the implementation of any

Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs), e.g.

insulation. 

LIBRA AI Technologies performs the International

Performance Measurement and Verification

Protocol (IPMVP), the most credible M&V

protocol to date developed by EVO, for the

statistically rigorous confirmation of energy

savings after any retrofitting

Energy
M&V

What we do Savings cannot be
directly measured, since

they represent the
absence of energy use. 

Instead, savings are
determined by

predicting the energy
consumption of the
building if the ECM
hadn’t taken place. 

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services8



Natural
Language 
Processing

Libra AI TechnologiesR&D Services

What we do

LIBRA AI Technology uses the latest advances

in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to

integrate an intelligent layer in many different

applications. 

We build and deploy

production grade NLP-

enabled applications to

tackle several real-life

problems. 
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Domain-specific Language

Modeling

Cognitive Search engines

Chat bots

Information Retrieval

systems

Named Entity Recognition

Q&A systems

Summarization

Sentiment Analysis

Document classification

We provide solutions for underrepresented languages e.g. the Greek language,
for problems such as Information Retrieval and Q&A systems.

Our Language Models adapt better to each

specific domain, increasing the performance

in various downstream tasks. 

From Cognitive Search engines and Chat bots
to Information Retrieval and Classification
systems we have faced the challenge of
developing robust NLP systems for different
domains.



Dig-IT aims to deploy an AI-enabled DS
& Business Intelligence System for the
Mining Industry. LIBRA develops the AI-
Enabled business intelligence system of
the project that provides insights and
analytics of all the critical mining
processes and operations, including
productivity, monitoring, employee
safety, environmental monitoring, etc.
The system will be deployed in 5 (five)
mines.

Dig_IT H2020
May 2020– April 2024 

EIFFEL "GEOSS applications for Climate Change adaption and
Mitigation " offers to the EO community the capacity of
exploiting existing GEOSS datasets. LIBRA is developing the
cognitive search engine for GEOSS data based on advanced
AI-enabled Natural Language Processing (NLP). LIBRA will also
provide tools for the multifaced enrichment and curation of the
GEOSS metadata. Moreover, LIBRA is the EIFFEL’s exploitation
manager.

EIFFEL 

MASTERMINE aims to build a digitalized copy
of a real-world mine focusing on an Industrial
Metaverse (ΙΜ) approach to provide a fully
connected mine of the future. LIBRA develops
the project’s immersive BI system, METAMINE.
It also leads the MLOps for the MASTERMINE
ML/AI systems, being responsible, among
others, for the development of an AI-assisted
data mapping framework.

MASTERMINE

PRELUDE
PRELUDE improves the smartness of
buildings by utilising real-time data for
dynamic energy consumption optimisation.
LIBRA performs ML based measurement
and verifications activities to model
buildings' energy footprints to predict future
energy consumption and offer assess the
effectiveness of the interventions applied in
the project. The approach will be evaluated
in 8 building sites in Switzerland, Italy,
Poland, Denmark, and Greece. 

H2020
June 2021– May 2024
 

HORIZON
Dec 2022–Nov 2026 

H2020
May 2020– April 2024 

LIBRA AI Technologies

RESEARCH
EU-FUNDED

10 R&D projects

http://digit-h2020.eu/use-cases


Our 
Story

Libra AI Technologies

Technologies we use

Trusted by

2015 
LIBRA MLI founded in UK

2019 
LIBRA ML expands
operations in GR

2020 
LIBRA AI founded in GR

2021 
LIBRA AI increase personnel
from 5 to 13 data scientists

Today 
22 Data Scientists & Engineers

Quick
Facts
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The company's Data Science team had excelled in

the 5GLogginov Start-Up Competition, and was

awarded a contract price for the development of it's  

 proposed AI-enabled Edge Intelligence Solution

RESONATE: "Real timE drowSiness detectiON,

AlerTing and rEporting" solution currently under

deployment in the Port of Piraeus Container Terminal

(PCT), one the biggest port operators worldwide.  

 

Awards
Distinctions

5GLOGINNOV Start-Up competition

LIBRA AI Technologies was awarded for the

Prediction Water Meter Consumption Machine

Learning Algorithm its team had developed,

which incorporated more than 20 different

architectures and legacy statistical models that

were designed, passed stringent testing, and

packaged as an AutoML framework.

EYDAP Innovation Challenge

LIBRA AI TechnologiesAwards - Distinctions12

https://5g-loginnov.eu/open-call/
https://hcap-challenge.mitefgreece.org/eydap-innochallenge/


Yannis Kopsinis

Lead ML Architect
CEO and Co-Founder

He holds a PhD in Signal Processing and

Machine Learning and has two decades of

working experience in ML theory and its

applications, as a senior research fellow

and principal investigator at esteemed

academic bodies in Greece, UK and Spain.

Athanasios
Balomenos

Lead Data Scientist
CTO and Co-Founder

 

He holds PhD in Bioinformatics and has a

strong research background and a

demonstrated history of working in the

National and EU R&D sector as a research

associate in different Greek academic

institutions. 

Aggelos Pikrakis

Assoc. Prof. Univ of Piraeus, 
External Advisor

 

He holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science from

the UoA, Greece. His research interests lie

in the areas of machine learning,pattern

recognition/detection and information

retrieval for various types of signals, with

an emphasis on deep learning and

Bayesian methods. 

Zisis Flokas

Data Engineer

He holds a BSc in Informatics from the

University of Piraeus, and currently

pursuing a MSc in Data and Web Sciences

focusing on Big Data, Distributed Systems,

NLP and ML. He has broad experience with

different types of database systems and

the design of batch and stream processing

applications.

Pantelis
Mitropoulos

Lead software Developer & Data
modeler

He holds a PhD on Cosmology and Particle

Physics, and an extensive experience in

web development as a Full Stack Engineer.

He has also developed tools and libraries

for data analysis, focusing on large vector

geospatial datasets

Leonidas
Georgopoulos

Senior Machine Learning Team
Leader

He  is a highly qualified and experienced

professional with a strong background in

AI, and distributed systems. He holds a

Master's degree in AI from the University of

Edinburgh, and a PhD in Computer Science

from EPFL. With a career spanning several

years, most notably, he worked as a Senior

Research Scientist at IBM Research and a

Software Engineer Fellow at CERN. 

the team
Meet

Our team comprises 22 young, highly-skilled data scientists

and also professionals with years of experience in Machine

Learning Research and Development. The latter consist of the

core R&D team of LIBRA AI Technologies presented below.

 core R&D team13 LIBRA AI Technologies



Let's connect!

PHONE

MAIL

SITE

SOCIAL MEDIA
+30 210 4441973

info@libramli.ai

w³.libramli.ai 

@libramliai 

United Kingdom 
109/14 Swanston Road,
EH10 7DS Edinburgh, UK

ADRESS

Greece 
Evristheos 2, 11854 
Athens, GR

@libramli_ai

@libraaitechnologies
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